
OMNISHORE



Every rescue
shoring operation
calls for unique skills. 
Time for equally 
unique equipment.

First responders must be able to adapt to every possible situation.  

Have the ability to change tactics every step of the way. And be smart 

enough to always think ten steps ahead. 

Holmatro understands the challenges of rescue shoring. That’s why we’ve 

created a shoring system that is as adaptive, versatile and intuitive as you.  

This is OmniShore. A shoring system reimagined from the ground up,

designed in accordance with the highest standards of quality and safety.

OmniShore features cutting-edge, patented innovations, giving you an edge

in quickly and safely responding to every shoring scenario imaginable.

Vehicle shoring

Trench shoring High directionals Structural shoring
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Overcome unlimited 
shoring challenges 
with a minimum number 
of components.

One single system for all shoring operations

OmniShore is the world’s first and only shoring solution that allows you  

to build any application with a system of only six different struts.

Save weight and space on your truck

Compact yet complete, the OmniShore system takes up less space 

on your truck and in storage. It has been designed to do more with less. 

Construct any length from 1 to 17 feet with five different struts

With the OmniShore M10, P20, P30, P40 and P60 struts you have access 

to the longest extension range on the market.

Fixed length extension pipes are not needed

We’ve eliminated the need for impractical extension pipes. Each strut 

also functions as one, saving you time as well as space.
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Easily construct 
lengths up to  
17 feet without  
any need for 
extension pipes.

Holmatro developed OmniShore
according to the criteria of testing used 
by FEMA’s US&R Structures Sub Group
to evaluate similar type shoring.
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Experience a quick 
and easy setup in one 
intuitive workflow.

Connect every single strut to every other single strut 

Our patented Trident Coupler always fits with ease. You can only connect

two struts together, so any connection you can make is 100% safe.

Connect accessories quickly and easily

We’ve made sure that every single accessory fits the Trident Coupler 

and the plunger end of each strut.

Two connected struts
= twice the plunger stroke.

Exact measurement is not needed

Two connected struts offer twice the plunger stroke, eliminating the need  

for precise measurement and allowing fast setup during demanding, 

time sensitive situations.

Struts and accessories  
always fit together  
thanks to the patented 
Trident Coupler.
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Take full control 
with less manpower 
thanks to OmniLock.

No one needs to be near a moving load

With our patented OmniLock system you can monitor and operate struts from 

a safe distance. You will spend less time in the danger zone to focus on what 

matters: making sure safety is secured.

Automatically follow and lock a load

Auto-follow has your back. Every OmniLock strut automatically follows a load in 

upward and downward motion, remaining mechanically locked at all times.

Less people needed
to control a situation.

OmniLock seamlessly works with our state-of-the-art 

Wireless Controller. This remotely operated device lets you 

control multiple OmniLock struts simultaneously and align 

them effortlessly.

OmniLock and all  
Pentheon rescue tools  
share the same 
interchangeable battery.
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Shore it all with OmniShore.

Basic Vehicle & Structural Shoring Advanced Vehicle & Structural Shoring Basic Trench Shoring Advanced Trench Shoring

All sets are also available with OmniLock struts.All sets are also available with OmniLock struts.

One system – Four sets – Infinite applications
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Configure your all-new 
rescue shoring system.

The OmniShore Configurator is a user-friendly online tool guiding you 

through the process of selecting the sets that suit your needs. 

Discover what applications can be built with your personal configuration 

and start your OmniShore journey!

Scan this code

to configure now!

Configure your 
OmniShore

now!
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Struts Pneumatic Drive

OmniLock DriveHydraulic Drive

*Also available in OmniLock **Multiple variants available

**Multiple variants available

Strut H20

Control Unit**

OmniLock Nut

Power Station

OmniLock Drive

Battery Battery Charger**

Hand Pump

Pressure Reducer**

Air Hose**

Strut P60*

Strut P40*

Strut P30*

Strut M10

Strut P20*

Rails

Raker Rail Pin

Assist Tools

Carrying Strap Ratchet BeltTie Down Keys Nut WinderChain Earth NailShoring Hammer

Bases

Rigid Base

Bipod Base

Swivel Base

Inside L-trench Block

Swivel Base D-ring

Thrust Block Ratchet Base

Heads

Beam Support

Monopod Head

Flat Saddle

Bipod Head

Multi Head

Tripod Head

Chain Adapter

Clamps

Clamp

Column Clamp Pull Restrictor

Nailing Pad

The most compact yet complete system ever.
to support you in making every sho ring operation safe and successful.

OmniShore has been designed to do more with less. Featuring a limited number of components

Wireless Controller

Shut-Off Hose

Raker Rail Waler Rail

Load Indicator
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YOU CAN COUNT ON US, 
FOR LIFE

Disclaimer - While the greatest care has been devoted to the content, it is possible that the information in this printed matter is incorrect or incomplete. 
Holmatro B.V. and its affiliated companies (here-after: Holmatro) cannot be held liable in any way for the consequences of activities undertaken based 
on this printed matter. If you have any doubts about the correctness or completeness of the information, please contact Holmatro (phone number: 
+31 (0)162-589200). Nothing from this printed matter can be copied and/or made public in any way without the explicit authorization of Holmatro.
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